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Thanks to those who responded to this summer’s pilot 
E-News, an addition to our twice-yearly Newsletter. 80% of 
our respondents liked it. Both those who liked it and those who 
didn’t offered suggestions, so thanks again. To remind you, 
the goal of the E-News is to offer a place for information about 
SCT-related workshops you are giving, papers published and 
other member announcements. You’ll also find the bi-annual 
updates from the SCTRI work groups keeping you abreast of 
the organization’s developments.

The print Newsletter will continue to be a conduit to bring your 
applications of SCT to colleagues, to share your thoughts on 
theory and your experiences with SCT in your work and life. 

I want to highlight two differences in this Newsletter. In 
the past the Emerging Theory section was the channel for 
Yvonne Agazarian to update our membership on her newest 
thinking about the theory underlying SCT. With Yvonne’s 
death theory development will be a low priority for a while, as 
we both integrate the theory we have and emerge the capacity 
to develop new theory in our community of members. See Ray 
Haddock’s article in this issue “Emerging Theory: Through 
Survival to Development and Transformation,” using theory  to 
explore how we relate to theory in this context!

Second, with the E-News carrying member news the Members 
Forum has expanded to Members Forum: Anyone Else? This 
is for short pieces sharing experiences, insights, emerging 
thinking about SCT and TLHS. This section is also a great 
place for responses to other Newsletter articles. It is very rich 
in this issue, with five contributions from our membership. We 
hope you will enjoy it, find it stimulating and contribute your 
own experiences and thoughts in the future. .

From the Editor
Claudia Byram
claudiabyram@gmail.com

E-News

Check your inbox for the E-news for 
Upcoming Trainings, Member News and 

Organizational Updates.
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Some months before Yvonne Agazarian died she made it 
known to the Board that she planned to leave her house in 
Philadelphia as a legacy to SCTRI, with a wish that we would 
explore the possibility of using it as a training and resource 
center, to act as a base to further our mission of bringing SCT 
into the world. She also made it clear that if it transpired that 
using the house in this way either did not make good financial 
sense or if it did not further our mission, then we could sell it. 
We discussed this as a Board, accepted the gift with gratitude 
and committed to the experiment of seeing if it could be made 
to work as a center.

Yvonne died in October 2017 and since that time we have 
been involved in some of the practical issues that arose from 
this bequest.  We are now in a position where it has become 
clear that we cannot pursue the original plan, as the zoning 
authorities have ruled against the change in use from domestic 
to commercial (albeit not-for-profit) purposes.

At our most recent Board meeting in October 2018 we faced this 
reality and adapted to it.  We decided that the house would be 
sold, and we would decide on the best use of the proceeds to 
further our mission, and be guided in our decisions through 
relating to our values.  I was reminded that SCTRI is an 

From the Director
Mike Maher
mike.maher1@me.com

experiment with two goals: to apply our theory and methods 
to and with ourselves as a way of running an organization, 
and equally an experiment in living our values.  This is the 
other, far greater legacy we have inherited – the gift and the 
challenge of seeing ourselves as part of a bigger system.  From 
the perspective of the Theory of Living Human Systems we 
know that much of our human anguish is generated from 
relating to the world from an inner-person perspective, and 
when we learn to see the system as a whole we can be relieved 
of the infinite misery that derives from taking things just 
personally.  

Since that decision things have developed with surprising 
rapidity. We identified a property in a condominium block 
in the same area as Yvonne’s house, made an offer, and we 
are due to close on the purchase at the end of January. We 
will have a center - the Yvonne Agazarian Training/Resource 
Center. It makes me smile to write this. If all goes to plan we 
aim to have an open event during the Conference for people to 
come and have a look. I look forward to meeting some of you 
there this springtime.

.

SCT and Conference 2019:  
Know Someone Who Might be Interested?

How did you first learn about Systems-Centered Training? Was it from a friend? A colleague?  A workshop or 
talk? What sparked your interest?

Many of us learned about SCT from a colleague or friend who built on our curiosity and then suggested a next 
step where we could learn more.  We are grateful to those who pointed us to our first SCT experience.  Over the 
years this community and these trainings have been a source of tremendous professional and personal growth 

for each of us.

This has us thinking about the people we know who may have emerging curiosity that we could explore with 
them – and if it fits, offer up a small next step they could take to learn more.

If you are working along, YAY!  Enclosed with this newsletter is a copy of the 2019 Conference Brochure that 
you can share with them.  

Know more than one person who might be interested?   
Feel free to reach out to Kathy Lum (admin@systemscentered.com) for additional brochures.

A personal connection from SCTRI members and training group participants is our best outreach. 
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Emerging Theory: Through Survival to Development 
and Transformation
Ray Haddock
rayhad@doctors.org.uk

As many readers will be aware the Newsletter has always 
had an Emerging Theory section, contributed by Yvonne 
Agazarian and edited by Michael Robbins. For those who are 
curious about how ongoing theory development will be taken 
care of now that Yvonne has died, I want to share some initial 
thoughts, with a confident expectation that this transition 
will indeed lead to continued integration, development and 
transformation of the theory, building on the solid foundations 
Yvonne left for us. 

A Theory of Living Human Systems and the methods and 
techniques of systems-centered practice belong to us all; how 
we continue to use and develop them is up to us. One of the 
beauties and challenges of A Theory of Living Human Systems 
is that it humanises us at the same time as it takes the just 
personal out of it, by seeing our self as a person system in a 
systems-centered context. This is both a relief and a loss, when 
our personal view of our self and of others has become so dear 
even if at times so painful to us. One of the things Yvonne was 
fond of reminding her groups was that we get the relationships 
we can make, not the ones we want. Applying this same 
concept to the theory, we have it as a long as we keep working 
to build it in the reality of the evidence we find. It will not die 
unless we let it.

A Map for the Journey
Whilst the title of the section is “Emerging Theory,” for healthy 
emergence it is important to ensure the foundation is solid, 
tested in reality and the authority issues worked. This frees 
resources to take the important steps of first, evaluating how 
any addition to existing theory connects with what we already 
know, and second, how it is different - a unique build. What 
we are constantly working with is an iterative process of: 
discrimination and integration of existing theory; new theory; 
discrimination and integration; emergence of another new 
idea (and/or technique); and around again. The Emerging 
Theory section of the Newsletter is to make this process live to 
the whole system. This enables the whole system to integrate 
the differences and any development then becomes part of 
what “we” all know. 

Or in the language of theory, discrimination and integration 
are developmental; they allow human systems to move through 
phases of development to separation and individuation, 
enabling us to make use of the resources of all members 
for solving human problems. This is the human system 
experience and experiment that provides us with data that tests 
the underlying Theory of Living Human Systems’ assertion 

that systems survive, develop and transform through the 
discrimination and integration of differences.

Our system goal is to test the survival, development and 
transformation of the theory in a way that is consistent with 
the theory itself and uses SCT methods and techniques to 
operationalize this process. As with all SCT this is an on-going 
experiment, by which I mean we use theory to generate 
hypotheses and then find ways of testing them. As we test 
them we feed data from the experience back in to theory to 
continue developing the theory and refining and developing 
our techniques.

 It is explicit and implicit in the theory that new information 
emerges as we open boundaries. As we explore and organize 
this new information in subgroups, new structures also 
emerge. This enables us to have a clearer map of the territory 
we are exploring. The test in real life is whether this enables us 
to see or do something we could not before.

A Member’s Journey
At the recent SCT annual training week in York, UK we organized 
a space to remember Yvonne’s work and share experiences of 
how SCT and the Theory of Living Human Systems has been 
important to us. This was a moving experience, particularly as 
some there who had never met Yvonne, experienced knowing 
her and her work through the contributions of others. This 
resonated strongly with my own and I am sure many others’ 
early experiences of SCT. One powerful memory was from 
when I listened and heard for the first time Yvonne talk about 
A Theory of Living Human Systems. I was hearing words that 
gave me an understanding that felt so attuned to something I 
just knew but never had the words for. It was the experience 
of finding something I had been missing without knowing it 
until I heard the words she put to it. I have no memory of the 
words she used, only of the apprehensive response. 

Another experience from around the same time followed 
practicing the undoing tension protocol in that early workshop. 
Sometime later I became aware of an enormous rage and 
following this realized my chronic backache had gone. Finally 
I had the link between theory, techniques and the reality of 
bodily experience. 

That started me on a new fork-in-the-road to explore and 
learn the theory and methods. As many of you will know this 
cannot be done without moving through the phases of system 
development, in our training groups, our consultations and 
applications and in our person system. All the time learning, 
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in different contexts, the real meaning of survival roles, flight 
and fight. Over and over again. If we are lucky we learn to be 
kind and compassionate to our selves and others early in the 
experience and keep our curiosity nurtured. 

One experience guaranteed to throw me back into a survival 
role (and I dare say I have subgroup?) was Yvonne coming up 
with yet another theory development. These always emerged 
from her experiences of working with groups when something 
just did not make sense, when a hypothesis yielded an 
unexpected result or demonstrated a previously unrecognised 
system dynamic. One such episode, written up in a previous 
Systems-Centered News (2014), led to the explicit recognition 
of the “person as system” map and gave us a new map with the 
words to go with it, to work with clients and training groups. 

As we noted above, an important process for all new 
developments is what we might rather dryly call discrimination 
and integration. This is not easy when differences are 
introduced. As we know, boundaries tend to close when the 
differences are too great. We also know this is a survival 
response. Let me put that another way, it is the way we 
maintain our stability or homeostasis, protect what we already 
have in a way that history tells us works; the repetition 
compulsion. It is then important we take our time to make 
the discriminations we can make, explore them in subgroups 
when we have an opportunity and allow the change that 
comes from integration in its own time. 

A Container for Theory Development
As in other areas Yvonne was mindful of developing a living 
human system that could live and explore the theory and 
continue the experiment. She recognized the importance 
of us having the choice of ongoing theory development and 
at her instigation the SCTRI Board of Directors took this up, 
putting together a Board level group with the goal of theory 
consolidation and development. 

This group met with Yvonne initially as lead, then as consultant 
after she had passed on the task leadership of this group 
to the members. By the time she died the group was clearly 
consolidated as a subgroup of the Board and continues to meet 
using theory to explore theory.

Yvonne as a pioneer undertook most of the roles related to 
theory development and its application. It is perhaps fair to 
say that theory was so precious to her that it was hard for her 
to let it go. This was one of the dynamics we began working 

whilst she was still alive; what emerges next depends on us 
all giving voice to and exploring our driving and restraining 
forces in relation to theory. And it depends on our keeping in 
mind that a restraining force to development is a driving force 
for survival -- and is also always a voice for the system. 

The system goal is to continue building pathways for all 
members to bring their voice into the ongoing testing and 
emergence of our theory. There is also room for a large 
silent subgroup, supporting the work by staying curious with 
boundaries open, bringing in information when they are 
ready: to join, to build and to identify differences. Without 
these voices our foundations will be missing vital building 
blocks. What cannot be spoken is either because the system 
has not yet found a way to open to the information or the 
information is emerging and does not yet have words to 
contain and communicate it. We all have the challenge to stay 
curious about all voices, as they contain information relating 
to the system-as-a-whole. 

Each member’s choice is whether to accept this experiment 
as our task to the extent of our person systems’ want and 
available energy and resources.

So, What Now?
The Theory and Applications Section of the Newsletter is a 
place where members who are thinking about and applying 
A Theory of Living Human Systems and SCT can share their 
experience. This also contributes to our “database” of ongoing 
evidence as we test the theory in real life

The Members Forum – Anybody Else? section of the Newsletter 
invites experiences, ideas and emerging interests of members 
who are interested in sharing and getting responses to their 
explorations and discoveries: a place to share and to incubate 
SCT.

So going forward be curious with all the maps we have, at all 
system levels, bringing in your voice -- happy subgrouping, 
and let us all know what you discover.

References

Agazarian, Y.M. (2014.) A theory of living human systems. 
Systems-Centered News, 22(1), 3-9.

.
It’s Time to Renew Your Membership!

Go to www.systemscentered.com & click “Join/Renew Membership”

Membership year runs February 1st to January 31st.
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Taking SCT Beyond the Training Group: A Further 
Exploration of SCT in Action
Claudia Byram
claudiabyram@gmail.com
Rowena Davis 
rdavis@rdaconsulting.net
Juliet Koprowska  
julietska@gmail.com

As we move from one setting to another in our lives, we may 
be aware of two things at once: feeling like ourselves…and 
yet feeling somehow different in each place we visit. We are 
similar, we “are ourselves”, when we teach, talk with our 
friends, go to visit family members, go to work – and yet, we 
are different; we think, talk, interact, even move, differently in 
each of these settings.

There are many ways of thinking about these differences, and 
of course how we look at them affects what we see. This article 
uses the systems-centered frame to look at what happens. It is 
for those who are training in SCT and beginning to take what 
they are learning into their work lives and are curious about 
SCT’s usefulness in the world. In particular we want to stimulate 
our collective thinking about how we bring systems-centered 
theory, methods and techniques to contexts other than the SCT 
training group. In this article we summarize systems-centered 
methods, look at application settings from the perspective 
of role, goal and context, and comment on applying the 
theory and methods in three settings: psychotherapy groups, 
organizations and education. And we invite your responses: 
builds and differences!

It’s All About Context
In a nutshell, Agazarian’s Theory of Living Human Systems 
(TLHS) and its systems-centered practice say that as we shift 
context, we shift roles and goals and therefore, hopefully, 
organize ourselves differently. If we do not, we may have some 
particular problems, for example, behaving like a parent at 
work, teacher with our friends, etc.

In a parallel way, we can think of SCT itself as a system of 
ideas, methods and techniques that to be functional must also 
adapt to the context. How we apply SCT is then similar in some 
ways in all the different settings we encounter, yet it will be 
adapted and therefore different in the different contexts. If we 
think this way, we will recognize that while a Theory of Living 
Human Systems is a “suitcase” we can take everywhere, what 
we pack into and take out of the suitcase will vary according 
to the setting and its goals. The theory is a way of seeing 
and thinking: thinking systems means thinking isomorphy 

– defined as similar in structure and function – yet different 
in different contexts. So how do we use a TLHS and apply 
systems-centered methods, and techniques, also contained 
in the suitcase, similarly in different settings? And how do we 
adapt them? How do we use our awareness of differences in 
context, goals and roles to guide us?

Systems-Centered Training
Systems-centered training takes place principally in 
experiential training groups. In these groups trainees learn 
to use the systems-centered methods and protocols with 
themselves to reduce restraining forces to seeing themselves 
and others in context (i.e. what they are doing that is getting 
in the way of doing this). 

Members participate in these training groups no matter what 
field they work in.  Learning SCT comes both from gaining the 
fundamentals of theory and from doing SCT, which results in 
development and change. A TLHS hypothesizes that all human 
systems move through phases of development when they 
weaken what is getting in the way of accessing their resources. 
In training groups members learn to relate what may seem 
just personal experiences to the phase of development of the 
context—that is, to normalize them and not take them just 
personally—and to become freer to take up functional roles 
in work and life, contributing with more common sense and 
humor. Members contribute to developing a systems-centered 
learning context by joining with functional subgrouping, the 
central systems-centered method. They are also supported to 
try out functional subgrouping in their outside settings.

At the intermediate level SCT trainees also join theory and 
consultation groups. Theory groups link the theory and 
constructs to the methods and techniques of SCT; when 
we get “lost” we can always go back to the theory and test 
our road map. Consultation settings explore driving and 
restraining forces to taking up member and leader roles in 
different contexts, with the goal of weakening restraining 
forces. Intermediate level members learn to use the theory and 
methods in their work and lives.1

As we develop in our training, we sometimes take the goals 

1  Members publicly describing their work as SCT are required to apply to the trademark holder for a project license authorizing the use of the trademark.
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and behaviors of experiential training groups into other 
settings, only to discover that we have lost our systems-
centered awareness of context. Can you recall a time when you 
have introduced feeling questions when the explicit goal was 
to achieve a task? Or suggested undoing negative predictions 
and been treated as intrusive, impertinent or just plain weird? 
We suddenly notice we are out of context. We missed the 
difference!

Core System-Centered Methods: The 
Similarities Across the Differences
SCT defines four core methods to support system development: 
Functional Subgrouping, Boundarying, Vectoring and 
Contextualizing. The theory hypothesizes that using these 
methods reduces the restraining forces of any human system 
in relation to its goals, both the primary goals of survival, 
development and transformation and the secondary goals 
specific to the context. This is the suitcase that members take 
from one context to another. Here they are.

Functional Subgrouping. Systems-centered systems are 
made, not born. They are deliberately brought into being 
through applying systems-centered methods, above all using 
functional subgrouping to legitimize, contain and explore 
differences. This method derives from operational definitions 
of a Theory of Living Human Systems; the theory states that 
systems survive, develop and transform to the extent that they 
are able to discriminate and integrate differences.

Functional subgrouping works with differences by working 
with similarities first. Similarities are gathered into subgroups, 
and differences between subgroups are acknowledged without 
them being used to persuade or argue with other members. The 
emphasis is on the functional: members work in the subgroup, 
where in that moment they have energy and resonance, and 
one subgroup works at a time. Members with a difference also 
have time and space to work, and to explore their similarities 
in a new subgroup. Members from the first subgroup may 
join a second or third, as their energy is activated by the new 
subgroup. To subgroup, members attune to and reflect the 
essence of the previous speaker’s contribution, which also 
makes the information more available for the group. The 
second speaker then actively makes a contribution to the 
group, which the third speaker in turn reflects. As they work, 
the subgroups usually discover similarities in what initially 
only seemed different. Differences are integrated and the 
system develops from simpler to more complex, having access 
to more of its resources. 

These processes enable systems to use their differences as 
resources, rather than as sources of reactivity or ammunition 
for contention and fighting. Reactivity, which is inevitable, 
lowers the emotional intelligence at all levels of the system 
when it is not regulated. For example, when we have a strong 
reaction we know from neuroscience2 that it takes only 10-12 

milliseconds for our amygdala responses to take over and that 
our middle prefrontal resources are functionally off-line for 
250-300 milliseconds. Being heard and understood creates a 
good working climate, while listening to the differences that 
are explored in other subgroups enables the system to develop 
and integrate more complex information.

In all contexts functional subgrouping builds the climate and 
capacity for work by developing the system so that it can do 
its work. At the same time, functional subgrouping is different 
from our usual ways of interacting.  When we use functional 
subgrouping with others in the world by reflecting them and 
building on their ideas, they feel understood and supported.  
But when we “teach” it to a group, we may find typical 
reactions to difference. People can find it “weird”, “clunky” or 
irritating. Some people will express their reactions openly and 
others will withdraw. Normalizing these reactions and inviting 
participants to explore them in functional subgroups creates 
the opportunity to test the usefulness of the method and build 
a more reality-based climate.

“Reactivity, which is inevitable, lowers the 
emotional intelligence at all levels of the sys-
tem when it is not regulated.”

Boundarying. Boundaries are structure; they bring systems into 
being and organize the system energy. Boundaries delineate 
one system from another: me from you, us from them, our 
team from the larger system, what I know from what I don’t 
yet know. Boundaries create structures of time and place: we 
meet here in this room at this time for one hour. They contain 
and organize the energy/information of the system. A TLHS 
states that boundaries tend to open to similarities and close 
to differences, which the method of functional subgrouping is 
designed to address. 

Systems-Centered practitioners attend to how structure 
relates to the goals of the context and how the boundaries 
influence the flow of energy and information within and 
between systems. They work to reduce restraining forces to the 
appropriate permeability of system boundaries to information. 
This means relevant information comes in at a pace that can be 
discriminated and integrated—not so much that it floods the 
system or so fast that differences can’t be integrated—with the 
goal that the system survives, develops and transforms.

Systems-Centered practitioners pay attention to the driving 
and restraining forces of time travelling either to the past 
(with war stories) or the future (with negative or positive 
predictions). This contrasts with going to the past for data, 
collecting information in the present and making reality-based 
plans for the future. In relation to clock time, practitioners do 
their human best to support time boundaries and see what 
difference it makes to the energy available for work to start 
and end on time.

2  LeDoux, J. (2010) Why you might be scared of X. http://bigthink.com/ideas/20453
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Vectoring. Vectoring interventions influence how the system 
directs its energy in relation to its goals. Clarity about the goals 
of a system—an organization or team, family, educational 
program, therapy group—provides an orienting point for 
assessing the contribution of different inputs or vectors, and 
for system corrections along the path to the goal.

SCT defines a vector as having an origin, a direction and a 
point of application. From this perspective we can see that 
every behavior introduces a vector into the system. Asking 
“Is there room for a difference?” vectors the group away 
from current work to new territory.  A “Yes” answer follows 
the vector to the new; a “No” vectors the group to stay with 
its current energy. The vector will either support movement 
toward the system goals or introduce a restraining force. SCT 
practitioners work with group members to track the balance of 
these vectors in relation to the system’s goals by identifying 
driving and restraining forces. This map of forces is called a 
force field.3

“The fork-in-the-road supports autonomy to 
choose while keeping focus on the goal.”

This force field will supply information about the phase of 
system development through identifying the salient driving 
and restraining forces in relation to its goals. SCT practitioners 
and group members can then choose the easiest restraining 
force for the system to weaken. For example, a team that 
identifies a restraining force of opinions without facts could 
agree to reduce that restraining force by asking for data that 
supports or refutes the opinion.

The “fork-in-the-road” technique brings choice into awareness: 
where to vector energy, what to pay attention to first. Choice 
reduces the restraining forces of resistance to change and 
authority issues of compliance and defiance by leaving the 
authority with the group or team or individual. The fork-in-the-
road supports autonomy to choose while keeping focus on the 
goal. At the neurological level, recognizing choice supports 
development of prefrontal cortex functions, contributing to 
the overall emotional intelligence of the system4. Subjectively 
the capacity to “step back” mentally and see alternatives, to 
choose based on criteria, is often experienced as relieving and 
liberating.

Contextualizing. The method of contextualizing operationalizes 
the systems-centered definition of hierarchy: every system 
exists in the context of the system above it and is the context 
for the system below.  Identifying the system hierarchy (or 
contextualizing) brings members into awareness of the reality 
of the context in which they function and the goals of the 
larger system. For example, drawing the hierarchy of systems 

within which a team sits—the team members, the department, 
the wider organization, its clients, competitors, suppliers and 
their roles, goals and context—can help the team see the wider 
system and decide which parts they will work to influence. 
This contrasts with and counteracts the human tendency 
to personalize: to see events only from our own personal 
perspective and their impact on us. 

The phase of system development defines another aspect of 
context. SCT posits that the phase of development determines 
the work a group is able to do, so identifying the phase 
context is crucial. Agazarian posited that each phase generates 
observable behavioral outputs in a balance of driving and 
restraining forces towards the developmental goal of each 
phase. Building on the driving forces supports the group’s work; 
weakening the restraining forces supports its development. 
For example, compliance characterizes the Flight phase, 
where new groups usually start. Compliance in this phase 
provides a useful opportunity to introduce functional norms, 
roles and goals, and to reduce the restraining forces of 
ambiguous and redundant communications. This supports the 
system’s capacity to identify, clarify and test reality: crucial 
for movement toward any real-world goals. In the Flight phase 
roles are also likely to be allocated based on status, first 
impressions and personal survival roles5. This is very possibly 
driving for system stability and survival, and at the same time 
restraining to development, as status may not correspond to 
capacity to take up these functional roles.

The four methods outlined above are the core of systems-
centered work whether in training, therapy, organizational 
and educational settings. How we apply SCT reflects the 
differences in these settings, specifically differences in role, 
goal and context.

Role, Goal & Context: Where the Rubber 
Meets the Road!
According to a TLHS, our chances of 
making a useful contribution to any 
particular system go way up if we pay 
attention to the goal of the system, 
functional roles (including our own), 
and the context. This is how we bring 
our suitcase of systems-centered 
methods into different settings.

Goal. Ideally the explicit goal of the system determines how 
the system is structured and how it functions. However, 
groups also work towards implicit goals, which are often 
outside of the members’ cognitive awareness. Implicit goals 
can be observed from the way a group behaves and are usually 

3  The force field is derived from the work of Kurt Lewin. Lewin, K. (1951). Field theory in social science. New York, NY: Harper & Row.

4 Siegel, D.J. (2012) Pocket Guide to Interpersonal Neurobiology. New York: Norton. P. 14-4. 

5  For a full discussion of survival roles and the person-as-a-system map, see Use Our Systems-Centered Pictures As a Map! SCT Newsletter, Vol 23 no. 2 Summer 
2017. 
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at odds with the stated goal. For example, take the goal in 
a clinical training program of equipping students with the 
skills of reflective listening. The class time passes with the 
instructor lecturing the students on reflective listening—what 
it is, how to do it, the history and neurobiology of attuned 
reflections—but the students are never asked to practice the 
skills themselves. This suggests that another, implicit goal is 
operating: perhaps to reinforce the academic hierarchy, or to 
stay in the cognitive realm.

“...when entering a new setting we bring both 
our curiosity and a set of systems-centered 
hypotheses with us.”

Role. Roles are carried by members or subgroups of members. 
Explicit roles are those allocated to system members: boss, 
therapist, client, student, instructor, etc. Ideally, these roles 
have clear functions with appropriate authority, responsibility 
and accountability. In joining a system, members move from 
their personal selves, “who” they are outside the system, into 
their member role in the system. In doing so, they funnel their 
energy into the system through their role. Of course, there 
are many challenges to this process. The system-as-a-whole 
may not be clear about the role definitions, or there may be 
clearly defined roles that are not functional. Members may 
be triggered into old adaptive (or survival) roles, putting 
out behaviors that, while congruent with the old role, are 
restraining forces to their functional role in the present. The 
system may “train” members or sub-systems into behavior 
patterns that serve goals other than the explicit ones, for 
example, pleasing the boss rather than letting her know of 
something that is going amiss with a project. These roles are 
an output of the systems dynamics.

Context. The context is the system within which an individual, 
couple, team, group, city, country and so on organize their 
energy to take up their roles and achieve goals. Thus, the 
family is the context within which the parents and children 
function; the therapy group is the context for the patients; the 
organization is the context for the work team; the school or 
college is the context for its students, and so on. As we said 
above, any specific context is in the context of the next level 
up the hierarchy and is the context for the next level down.  
The school is the context for the classroom of students; the 
classroom is the context for the individual students.

The phase of development of the system is a crutial aspect of 
context. The communication output of the system allows us 
to infer the developmental phase, providing some clues about 
the resources and restraining forces of the system at any given 
moment.

The concept of isomorphy in a TLHS hypothesizes that the 
context has a powerful influence over how members behave. At 
the same time, members can influence the context, particularly 
if they have a subgroup within which to discriminate and 
integrate similarities and differences.

With these ideas in mind, when entering a new setting we bring 
both our curiosity and a set of systems-centered hypotheses 
with us. Given the importance of role, goal and context, some 
of the questions that we can use to orient ourselves include:

 •  What is the explicit, stated goal of the system? How 
clear or ambiguous is it?

 •  What is the relevant hierarchy for the system we are 
working with?

 •  What are the norms and goals of the wider system and 
of its subsystems: are they aligned with the goals of 
the system we are working in and functional for it?

 •  How permeable are the boundaries between system 
levels to relevant information?

 •  What are the functional roles in the system? How clear 
are they?

 •  How closely are the behaviors enacted in the roles 
related to the goals of the role?

 •  What can we infer about the phase of system 
development from the behavior of the system and its 
members?

 •  What behaviors are driving or restraining for the 
system moving toward its goals?

No matter where we are taking our suitcase of systems-
centered methods, by using functional subgrouping and 
thinking role, goal and context we are attending to the process 
of discrimination and integration in the service of reducing 
restraining forces to system goals.

Beginning with Systems-Centered 
Training Groups 

SCT experiential training groups are one setting for putting 
the systems-centered methods into practice in relation to 
specific goals. The specific goal of the experiential training 
practicum is to link comprehensive understanding of theory 
to apprehensive experience so that members reduce their 
own restraining forces to working in context, using systems-
centered theory and methods. The pathway to this goal is 
learning how to take membership in building a systems-
centered system. Subgrouping is the container for exploration, 
linking individual, member, subgroup and group-as-a-whole 
experience. Particularly important in a training context is 
discriminating between oneself as a person and oneself 
as a member.  Developing one’s membership increases the 
capacity not to take oneself or others just personally, freeing 
energy to see systems from perspectives other than one’s own. 
The requirements of functional subgrouping, to join with 
similarities and to work in eye contact with the subgroup, 
enable members to access and modify restraining forces 
to exploring issues with authority, issues in intimacy, and 
defenses against work so that they are freer to take up 
functional roles in their professional and personal lives. While 
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these methods are similar in any context, what is specific 
to the training context is that the material for functional 
subgrouping is the members’ here-and-now experience in the 
group. The goal is learning SCT.

The hypothesis is that developing these resources enables 
systems-centered trainees to enter their personal and work 
roles with less reactivity from their personal selves and 
increased ability to collect data about the system, its goals, 
and its driving and restraining forces.  These skills are the 
foundation of the ability to apply SCT methods effectively in 
other contexts with differing goals.

The primary context for training group members is the group 
itself, nested in the hierarchy of SCT training, with its hierarchy 
of systems. Learning to see oneself as a member of the group, 
contributing to subgroups and, through subgrouping to the 
development of the group-as-a-whole, is a developmental step 
for many members. Becoming aware of the pull to personalize 
frees one’s capacity to shift perspective – how does the event 
look when we see it only from a personal perspective?  When 
we see it from membership in our person system of a subgroup? 
From the perspective of member of the group system? At 
the subgroup level?  When looking at the group-as-a-whole? 
Personal experiences outside of the group are worked as 
distractions, freeing energy for the here-and-now experience.  
Along the way, members learn to cross the boundary from one 
context to the next, an essential skill.

It is in experiential training that members learn to identify 
the behaviors signaling the phase of system development. 
Contextualizing in the phase is crucial to effective application 
of SCT methods and techniques in any setting.

Psychotherapy: When the Goal is Personal 
Growth 
Therapy group members’ goals are personal: relieving 
emotional distress, developing more satisfying relationships, 
moving toward life goals. So their goal is not to learn SCT, 
yet from a systems-centered perspective we think that they 
are more likely to attain their personal goals when we bring 
systems-centered theory, methods and techniques to the 
work. As SCT members make the transition from their own 
experience in systems-centered training groups to adapting 
SCT to support the goals of therapy, they use the same 
methods, keeping the different goals of each context in mind. 

Thus SCT supports clients to take themselves less personally, 
find curiosity about their own reactions, explore their 
experiences rather than explain them, separate projections 
from perceptions, experience themselves as both separate from 
and connected to others, and find curiosity about others as 
well as themselves. A secure and attuned environment for this 
work allows both inner-person and inter-person boundaries in 
the Person-as-a-System to become more permeable so that new 
information can be discriminated and integrated.

One significant difference from an SCT training group in a 
therapy group is that the life challenges members bring to 
the group are a crucial stimulus for work. Members bring 
in contexts from their own lives, sometimes positive, often 
frustrating or disappointing. They may talk about being 
depressed or feeling very anxious. This information often 
comes in through a personalized survival role, redundant with 
closed boundaries. Looking around and being joined is a first 
step in opening the boundary to a similarity. As others work 
to join, or to avoid joining, there are opportunities to work 
with both the life challenge and the here-and-now pulls to 
familiar roles, e.g., helper, director, complainer. As members 
learn to take interactions in the group less personally, they 
begin to see the contexts of their personal lives as more than 
themselves – to take themselves and others less personally. 
Since taking events and experiences just personally is a 
major source of human pain and distress, this alone frees 
up energy for exploration. The personalized survival roles 
become more available to explore—from outside the role—
rather than lived from inside the role. Thus, the raw material 
for therapy group work comes from two sources: the problems 
and goals in members’ lives that bring them to the group and 
the experience in the group itself.

What distinguishes a therapy group built with SCT methods 
from other therapy approaches is that the process of the group 
is deliberately addressed through functional subgrouping, 
contextualizing, normalizing, exploring forks-in-the-road, and 
attending to boundary permeability. Functional subgrouping 
is the core method SCT therapists bring to create a secure 
environment and to support the member and group process 
of discriminating and integrating new information. The 
group is the environment where members learn to shift from 
personalizing (closed boundaries) to membership of their 
person system, then into membership of the subgroup, an 
experiential analogy to relating to the hierarchy of life systems 
with family, job, friends – isomorphy!

“Functional subgrouping is the core method 
SCT therapists bring to create a secure 
environment...”

In bringing SCT to therapy groups, it is useful to remember that 
each technique is itself made up of smaller skills. For example, 
one component skill of exploring is working in the here-and-
now. Thus the very first vector SCT therapists introduce to a 
therapy group is to invite the group to share what it is like to be 
here right now, in the group. Simply bringing energy into the 
group and finding others bringing energy in begins to develop 
a climate of similarity and exploration, essential to functional 
subgrouping. Yvonne Agazarian provides an excellent model 
for this work in A Systems-Centered Approach to Inpatient 
Group Psychotherapy (2001). In this example the therapist takes 
the role of acknowledging similarities and calling for builds: a 
step toward creating more awareness outside the self through 
noticing others in the group. As groups develop, the members 
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themselves take on the function of asking for similarity; we do 
not see this in Agazarian’s inpatient group as it was set up as 
a single session. Moreover, this awareness of others is basic to 
the ability to subgroup and is not a resource available to all of 
us. It entails introducing a new behavior: looking around and 
asking: “Anybody else?” after making a contribution. This step 
is in itself quite a reach – a major difference from the enclosed 
survival role behaviors and expectations!

As in all settings the behaviors of functional subgrouping 
interrupt the repetition of familiar roles and communication 
patterns, potentially permitting the underlying issues to be 
explored. At the same time, the SCT therapist recognizes 
members’ resources. For many group members, simply asking 
“anyone else” and tolerating the wait to be joined is a 
developmental step in itself. It is a behavioral fork-in-the-
road that challenges old maps of the self and other, as well 
as familiar communication behaviors, like ruminating, yes-
butting, etc. Reflecting the previous speaker, a crucial step 
in developing neurological pathways for empathy and for 
separation/individuation, is a further step. As therapists we 
do our best to assess the resources of the clients in the group, 
mindful of introducing skills at a rate that supports success 
experiences in the members. A group for whom lifting their 
eyes from the floor and looking around for a brief moment is a 
journey into the unknown, often fraught with expectations of 
disappointment. Introducing reflecting the previous speaker 
risks failure at worst and at best invites familiar compliant or 
defiant survival roles. 

“For many group members, simply asking 
‘anyone else’ and tolerating the wait to be 
joined is a developmental step in itself.” 

As we know, the first phases of a new group’s work are usually 
characterized by compliance with the leader, at least overtly. 
As in any setting, taking advantage of this compliance allows 
the therapist to introduce differences, new ways of working, 
such as speaking from here-and-now experiences and asking 
to be joined. Other unfamiliar behaviors, like slowing down 
to notice a fork-in-the-road, identifying that feelings are being 
generated from thoughts, such as negative predictions, testing 
out cognitive constructions such as mind reads, are also 
introduced in this early phase to build reality-testing skills. 
For example, in undoing negative predictions, it is important 
that members actually test their own experience, that is, that 
they collect internal data about what the effect of recognizing 
that they cannot tell the future is. They are encouraged to 
“turn on their researchers” rather than simply going along. 

There is an additional challenge for many of us if we are 
introducing systems-centered methods into a group that 
is ongoing and has established its own norms. Naturally 
introducing a difference raises stress and can be expected to 
trigger resistance at every system level. As with any difference, 
if members can find some curiosity along with their annoyance 

it opens a door to try it and see what difference joining and 
asking to be joined makes. To help the group manage the 
turbulence, the therapist aims, as in all groups, to stay attuned 
and resonant with the work of the group and its members.  

Several articles are resources for all of us bringing SCT 
methods and techniques to psychotherapy groups. Some 
particularly helpful ones are in the collection of papers by 
Yvonne Agazarian called Systems-Centered Practice: Selected 
papers on group psychotherapy (2006).  Chapter 2, “The 
difficult patient, the difficult group” (pp. 51-66) calls attention 
to the role of the therapist in containing the group dynamics, 
even as they are part of those same dynamics! Several of 
these papers give examples that clarify what it means to both 
differentiate and relate the dynamics of individual members 
and the group: a very useful resource.

Developing Work Groups, Teams and 
Organizations 
In organizational contexts, the goal of systems-centered work 
is developing and using member and leader resources for 
the explicit tasks of the group, team, department and whole 
organization. The focus is thus at the inter-person and system-
as-a-whole levels, toward the goal of taking up one’s role 
functionally and contributing to the goals of the context. 
This is different from training or therapy groups which focus 
more on the origins of survival roles at the inner person 
level. Participants may well develop personally as a result of 
applying systems-centered methods, but this is not the major 
goal of most systems-centered organizational work. Learning 
SCT is relevant to the extent that it supports this goal.

The basics of the systems-centered methods and theories apply 
to organizations. A leader or consultant starts by clarifying the 
context, goals and roles of any intervention and identifying 
the hierarchy of systems they are working with. The next 
question is where to intervene: the middle system in the 
hierarcy is the one that theoretically has the most impact. 
So, in a management team with a member whose staff are 
underperforming and a leader who is feeling at a loss of 
what to do, an SCT consultant may suggest starting at the 
management team level. This maintains a boundary with the 
system below (the underperforming team) and the system 
above, and is most likely to change dynamics at all three 
system levels.  Clarifying role, goal and context often identifies 
ambiguities and frustrations that the consultant/leader works 
to clarify and reduce with the team, department or group. As 
with all systems-centered work, normalizing, being able to see 
the context and taking things less personally is a major goal 
in organizations. Asking an individual or a team to map the 
system above or below and to identify the different goals and 
roles can open up insights and seeing reality from perspectives 
that a personalized view cannot see.  This is also true for the 
consultant/leader. One needs to be able to attune to the system 
one is working with and have compassion for its members 

6  See Kunneman & Ritz’s article Applying SCT Tools with Teams in Conflict SCT Newsletter, Vol 26 no. 1 Winter 2018
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and for oneself.  In other words, one needs to build a working 
system to have a chance of crossing the boundary and of 
supporting development and transformation. 

SCT consultants/leaders clarify boundaries in time, space 
and reality, for example when meetings start and end and the 
goals of a meeting.  The map of phases of system development 
is a boundarying instrument to plan interventions. Systems-
centered practitioners expect all new systems to start in 
Flight and to move into Fight as differences start to be 
voiced more explicitly. As “noise” (ambiguity, redundancy 
and contradictions) comes in they ask members to be clear, 
“bottom line” what they are saying and to explore one side 
first then the other or to notice the contradiction between what 
they are saying and how they are saying it. They will boundary 
members into current reality, reducing anxiety and mind reads 
as they occur. Checking out reality and what the team knows 
is an alternative to making negative predictions. Pointing out 
mind reads and offering the alternative of checking if they are 
true, for example, by saying: “I’m thinking you don’t agree 
with this. Am I right?” is usually a relief whatever the answer. 
To keep meetings on track and to monitor the communication 
climate, systems-centered practitioners often introduce the 
SCT leadership roles of Task, Process and Member for a work 
group to use these in their meetings. 

A major system level restraining force in organizational work 
groups is what SCT calls the authority issue; the challenges 
humans have in giving authority to others and taking up 
their authority within their functional role in the service of 
the organization’s goals. Many work groups and teams find 
it hard to move beyond the Flight sub-phase, where they 
avoid differences, or the Fight sub-phase, where they attack 
or fight about differences. Wheelan (2005) has documented 
the negative impact this has on productivity and satisfaction. 
Using the phases of development map can help members to 
see the impact of the system phase on eliciting behaviors like 
survival roles of victim or bully (Gantt & Agazarian, 2007). The 
phases map also offers alternatives to reduce the restraining 
behaviors and move toward development.

Explaining and focusing only on cognitive information is the 
norm in many organizations. Increasing boundary permeability 
between cognitive and apprehensive knowledge, SCT’s 
definition of emotional intelligence (Gantt & Agazarian, 2004), 
can be challenging. Attending to apprehensive experience 
may be experienced as “weird” and frustrating, eliciting 
compliant and defiant survival role reactions6. Conversely, 
accessing one’s apprehensive experience or “gut feelings” 
may be experienced as liberating. Consultants cannot predict 
this accurately in advance and, as always, one is working 
emergently with curiosity to build an effective working system 
and see what happens.

An SCT practitioner’s interventions in organizations aim to 
weaken any process-related restraining forces that are getting 
in the way of doing the task. This may involve exploring 
feelings in relation to the task and to the context, but the 

difference from a training group is encouraging members to 
vector the energy from their feelings to problem-solve from 
the member role. The focus is on how to address the issues, 
not on exploring their inner-person reactions. When survival 
roles appear systems-centered practitioners ask for the name of 
the role, explore the here-and-now trigger and invite curiosity 
about how the trigger and the role relate to the larger system. 
This opens the door to explore what behaviors the member can 
contribute to the system from their functional role.

As in any SCT work, the leader or consultant holds in mind 
the “me structure, you content” SCT norm, offering “fork-in-the 
road” vectors and leaving the locus of decision-making with 
the work group members. Developing force-fields with a team 
to identify driving and restraining forces towards achieving 
task goals can be used to gather information at regular 
intervals and then to vector energy to choosing the easiest 
restraining force to weaken.

“Functional subgrouping does introduce 
a difference from the way most teams 
communicate.”

Functional subgrouping supports the function of survival, 
development and transformation of the system. In organizations 
it is used to resolve conflicts, weaken the pull to stereotyped 
roles, make decisions and problem-solve. It can also be used 
as an alternative to complaining and blaming by exploring 
if and how to influence the wider system. The content of 
subgrouping in organizations is mainly task-related work 
issues. Functional subgrouping does introduce a difference 
from the way most teams communicate. Its “rules” can be 
experienced as constraining and frustrating. SAVI (the System 
for Analyzing Verbal Interaction) is more similar to the models 
used in most organizations. SAVI can be an easier way for 
people to see the impact of communication patterns on a work 
group’s ability to work vs. avoid reality, compete or fight. In 
a team where communication is identified as an issue, one 
option is to do a brief introduction to the SAVI Grid, including 
pointing out the “problem-solving” Squares 5, 6, 8 and 9. 
This can open the boundaries for the team to get curious and 
begin to explore their typical patterns and the driving and 
restraining forces of these. The facilitator can introduce the 
functional subgrouping pattern to do this exploration, possibly 
framing it as an experiment to see what difference, if any, 
functional subgrouping makes. 

A systems-centered leader or consultant uses theory to guide 
their work.  Theory gives a “map” to help make sense of 
the work (to both the consultant / leader and the team). The 
theory behind functional subgrouping, the force field of 
phases of organizational development and the roles in the 
person-as-a-system can offer useful maps that resonate with 
people in organizations. The map called Roles-in-Our-Person-
as-a-System (Agazarian, 2017) can help people visually as they 
vector their energy away from the survival roles that inevitably 
show up in reaction to differences that are too different and 
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Monday Afternoon 2:00 - 4:00

  01 G Zen, Jung and SCT 
   Joel Wiessler, BA

02  C Identifying and Working with Inner Person   
  OD Survivor Alerts in Ourselves and Our Clients 
  TB Dick Ganley, Ph.D.

03  C In Case of Emergency: Functional Subgrouping,   
  G Empathy and Decision-Making 
  Brian Conley, MBA, MA, M.Div

04  OD Leading and Delivering Outcomes in a System  
  in Survival 
  Annie MacIver, BA, DipSW, MA 

05  TB Moving Among Differences: An Embodied   
  G Exploration of Functional Subgrouping 
  Ivette Guillermo-McGahee, MA, MHC, LPC, ACS

Large Group* 4:20 – 5:50  Byram, Carter, Gantt & Haddock

 

Thursday Afternoon 2:00 - 4:00 

10 C Surviving and Thriving: Expanding Our  
 OD  Communication Repertoire Using SAVI 
 S Claudia Byram, Ph.D., CGP 
  Frances Carter, MSS, LSW, CGP

11 C Taming the Hulk: Developmental Trauma and SCT 
 E Kati Taunt, MA, PGDip

12 C How to Survive Co-Leading an SCT Group  
 OD Nina Klebanoff, Ed.M., LCSW, CGP 
 G Mike Maher, MA, PGCE

13 G Mining the Treasures of Stereotyping  
  Verena Murphy, Ph.D., LCSW-C, LISW 
  Dayne Narretta, LCSW, CGP, BCD, FAGPA 
  Debbie Woolf, MS, MSS, LCSW, PHR, SHRM-CP

14 OD Supporting the Shift from Person to Member  
  in Work Teams 
  Allan Rubin, BS, MBA 
  Michelle C. Lynskey, BA, Ph.D.

Large Group* 4:20 – 5:50  Byram, Carter, Gantt & Haddock

Tuesday Afternoon 2:00 - 4:00

  06 G SCT Meets Economic Theory: Can the  
   Theory of Living Human Systems Help Us  
   Understand Current Economic Realities? 
   Nina Klebanoff, Ed.M., LCSW, CGP 
   Jared Bernstein, Ph.D.

07  G Art as Refuge: Moving from Survivor to Explorer  
  Through Creative Expression 
   Norma Safransky, MD

08  TB “SCT is a Theory-Based Method” – What Does 
  THAT Mean? Planning Interventions, Testing  
  Hypotheses 
  Claudia Byram, Ph.D., CGP

09  C Following Our Survival Roles into an Exploration   
 OD of Collective Patterns of Victimization,  
  R Dominance & Prejudice 
  E Peter Dunlap, Ph.D

 Large Group* 4:20 – 5:50  Byram, Carter, Gantt & Haddock

Friday Afternoon 2:00 - 4:00 

This workshop ends the Conference with a focus on 
leading edges in SCT.

15 TB SCT’s Role-Systems Map Through the Lens  
  of Neuroscience 
   Susan Gantt, Ph.D., CGP, ABPP, DFAGPA, FAPA 
  Claudia Byram, Ph.D., CGP 
  Frances Carter, MSS, LSW, CGP

Choose one workshop each afternoon Mon, Tue, Thu & Fri

Wednesday Afternoon Free

           Explore Philadelphia
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OD  Organizational Development
S  SAVI
R Research
E Education
TB Theory & Basics
G General Interest

Choosing Trainings & Workshops

Your trainer or consultant, if you have one, can be a 
resource for deciding which trainings and workshops 
are a good fit for you. Other members are also 
available to consult with you:

Clinical:  
Norma Safransky - nsafransky@gmail.com

Organizational Development:  
Rowena Davis - rdavis@rdaconsulting.net

Clinical Pastoral Education:  
Meigs Ross - amr9033@gmail.com 

The Systems-Centered Training and Research Institute is approved by the American Psychological Association 
to sponsor continuing education for psychologists. SCTRI maintains responsibility for this program and its 
content. Details on website.



Early Registration 
Jan 6 - Feb 28

Registration 
after Feb 28

Member Non-member Member Non-member

2-day Weekend Institute $475 $525 $525 $575

5-day Conference $905 $995 $930 $1,005

7-day Package $1,340 $1,450 $1,395 $1,480

1-day Conference* $225 $250 $250 $275

Friday Afternoon Workshop** $100 $100 $100 $100

Systems-Centered Training

SCT is a theory-driven practice focusing on dynamics in living human systems. The theory says that human 
systems survive, develop, and transform from simple to complex through an increasing ability to recognize 
differences and integrate them. As professionals, we develop skills and tools to assist our clients when they are 
facing uncertainty and familiar reactions to it. We also build our emotional capacity to be fully present for our 
clients and fully attuned to the here and now. The focus of the 2019 SCT Conference will be practical methods for 
ourselves and our clients to survive and even thrive in times of uncertainty.

Save by staying at the Hilton Garden Inn! 

The conference is being held at the Hilton Garden Inn in Philadelphia Center City. 
Shops, restaurants, Reading Terminal Market, Independence Hall, the Liberty Bell, 

Chinatown, and the theater district are all in walking distance of the hotel. 
 

Receive a discount on your registration fees by staying at the Hilton Garden Inn. 
Staying at the Hilton Garden Inn supports the system by offsetting the cost of the 
conference for the organization, allowing us to avoid increasing registration fees. 

Full program details & online registration: www.systemscentered.com 

* 1-day Conference includes late morning drop-in group, afternoon workshop & Large Group
** Friday workshop is included in 5-day Conference & 7-day Package

Discounts available! Deduct:
 • $275 if you are staying at the Hilton Garden Inn*** & registering for the 7-day Package OR
 • $200 if you are staying at the Hilton Garden Inn*** & registering for the 5-day Conference OR
 • $60 if you are staying at the Hilton Garden Inn*** for 2 nights & registering for the 2-day Weekend Institute OR
 • $150 if you are a first-time attendee from the local area & registering for the 5-day Conference or 7-day Package
 • 50% off your registration fee if you are a full-time student

Rooms at the Hilton Garden Inn, 1100 Arch St., Philadelphia, are available at a special rate of $190 per night (plus 
tax) until Feb.19.See the SCT Conference website for details on room reservations. 
*** Discount applies only to reservations made directly with the hotel, not with travel websites like Trivago, Expedia, Orbitz, hotels.com, etc.

Refunds & Cancellation Policy: Full refunds minus a $50 processing fee until Feb. 28. After this date, no refunds 
will be made. Refunds must be requested in writing to admin@systemscentered.com.

Questions? Contact a Conference Co-Director:
Dayna Burnett 

dayna.burnett@sbcglobal.net
Gayna Havens

gaynahavens@rcn.com
Dayne Narretta

daynenarretta@gmail.com
Debbie Woolf

dwoolf@comcast.net
Alida Zweidler-McKay
zmconsulting@mac.com

Conference Registration Fees
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instead open to curiosity about what is happening in the wider 
system. Along with this perspective comes curiosity toward 
contributing from an inter-person or member role. All of these 
same tools can be a “life-line” to the leader or consultant as 
their survival roles get triggered isomorphically by the system 
they are working in.  

Members of teams can also influence the system, even when 
they are not in a leadership role. In this case, they would be 
looking to model behaviors rather than “teach” them. So, 
they might subgroup with others, paraphrasing and building 
or saying clearly when they have a difference, ask data-
oriented questions, answer others’ questions, build on others’ 
proposals. This can be challenging, particularly if a member is 
in one is in a subgroup of one. It requires attuning to the context 
and being curious, rather than taking it just personally, when 
others react to the differences one is introducing.

When a consultant or manager introduces SCT in a way that 
a team can integrate the theory and methods, participants 
often express relief and gratitude as well as reporting greater 
satisfaction and free energy to contribute to the task and goals 
of their work –the difference between cutting through soft 
butter and banging one’s head against a brick wall. Whatever 
role one is in, one would stay curious to see what impact, if 
any, one’s contributions have on the system!

A common challenge when a group or team has integrated 
some of the systems-centered working norms, like functional 
subgrouping, is crossing the boundary into the wider 
organization without bringing in too much difference. 
Bouncing into another context full of “tiger-like” energy 
might well provoke a reaction and increase the potential for 
that group to be seen as “a problem” or targeted as deviant. 
Helping the team to think through how they can introduce 
barely noticeable differences and be mindful of role, goal 
and context introduces one way to cross the boundary more 
mindfully. 

Educational Settings 
In educational contexts, the explicit goal is learning; students 
learn specific knowledge and skills related to a given subject. 
Students also learn how to justify opinions with evidence, 
how to argue a case, how to analyze and critique material, and 
how to contribute to discussion and debate. Systems-centered 
theory and methods support these learning goals, even though 
learning about SCT in its own right is seldom a goal.  

Teaching about role, goal and context helps students take up 
their student role functionally in different contexts (lectures, 
seminar discussions, small task groups, placements in the 
workplace). Systems-centered educators also teach about role, 
goal and context as a relevant subject for students studying for 
professional qualifications such as for social work, medicine, 
nursing or chaplaincy. Learning how to cross boundaries into 
different contexts, understand contextual goals, and adopt 
role-related behaviors are central to professional development. 
For example, norms about what to wear for class differ from 

the dress codes that prevail in work placements. Students can 
discuss these norms at an inter-person system level instead of 
taking them just personally.

Boundarying and vectoring are useful interventions when 
students miss time boundaries, or spend time chatting or 
using social media when they have tasks to do in class. 
Educators can explain that structure and boundaries provide a 
container for focused energy and use the real-life distraction of 
late arrivals to show how energy is drawn away from the task. 
These interventions tend to reduce avoidable lateness, and 
also teach students about shifting roles and organizing their 
energy in line with the goals of their different contexts. 

A systems-centered educator attunes to individuals’ non-
verbal behavior and to the phase of development of the group. 
In the Flight phase, educators normalize “mistakes”, “silly 
questions”, and misunderstandings. Similarly, contextualizing 
helps normalize the anxiety students often experience at the 
start of their studies. Inner-person doubts (“I’m not going 
to do well, I’m not clever enough, I’ll be found out”) can 
be identified as characteristic of the phase of development. 
Modified versions of the anxiety protocol relating to negative 
predictions and mind reads help students test reality and switch 
on their researcher/curious explorer. During Flight, functional 
subgrouping provides another way to test the hypothesis that 
new experiences tend to make people anxious. Once students 
recognize anxiety as a common experience, they move from 
inner-person worry to inter-person normalizing – and relief. 

As a student group moves into the Flight-Fight and Fight 
phases, conflicts emerge. Resources are lost when students 
seek to persuade each other of particular points of view, or 
attack others’ contributions. Volunteering to scapegoat or be 
scapegoated brings great potential for personal pain and the 
loss of voices that have been silenced by yes-buts. A systems-
centered educator vectors the students’ energy to the task 
and uses functional subgrouping to structure discussion of 
a contentious topic, so that students join on similarities first 
and explore differences second. Where minds are changed, it 
comes from hearing the differences without being attacked or 
pushed. An alternative approach is to address the scapegoating 
dynamic more directly as a communication pattern in the class 
that is a restraining force to learning, where the educator 
works with students to reduce behavior related to both sides 
of a difference. 

These behaviors also signify the Authority Issue; students 
have their eye on the educator and are working out how to win 
approval or escape attention. Survival roles could be the source 
of the behavior, but would only occasionally be discussed, for 
example during individual supervisory sessions. (Flight-Fight 
processes also need to be understood as isomorphic with other 
systems within, for example, the university context, where 
anxiety and competition are rife.)

The Fight target can be external: the educator, course as a 
whole, the university, the organizations where students are 
placed during professional programs, or the field teacher 
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responsible for the placement, or even the client group. 
Students can be encouraged to subgroup around the driving 
and restraining forces to influencing the system in ways that 
will make it more satisfying for them.  Where client groups are 
the subject of attack, then work may need to be done around 
stereotyping, projections, or fear if that is the underlying 
emotion. The process of contextualizing (encounters with 
new and different people), legitimizing (feelings of fear or 
dislike), and exploring (roles that have been triggered) through 
functional subgrouping frees students to access their curiosity 
and compassion. 

In particular, functional subgrouping helps new members of 
student groups attune to one another and build a coherent 
group, sometimes providing an inter-person context of 
friendship that endures throughout their years of study and 
beyond. Inner-person role behaviors such as interrupting or 
planning one’s own contribution while apparently “listening” 
diminish one’s capacity to build a working system. Students 
learn to listen, to understand that other people are different, 
and to really care about how other people see the world. For 
students in educational programs in social work, medicine, 
nursing, and chaplaincy, the impact of this experience may 
travel beyond the classroom to the professional relationships 
they make with clients.

Life
A final thought: one of the experiences that many of us in 
systems-centered training have had is frustration on re-entry 
into our everyday lives. We are frustrated when we encounter 
challenges in work and relationships, expecting or wishing 
other people to be trained too; we may even want them to 
join a training group. It is as though they have to change for 
us to relate to them. The reality is that our job is to use our 
subgrouping skills to join the driving forces of the context and 
reduce our own restraining forces in order to build more of the 
systems we want to live in.

Reflections
Our goal with this article has been to stimulate our collective 
thinking in our “communities of practice”—all of us who 
study SCT—about using these potentially powerful methods 
in context. We see two persistent restraining forces to doing 
this: first, missing the differences the role, goal and context 
make. For example, we might use the role protocol in a work 
consultation out of context to explore the deeper origins of 
a survival role, rather than find curiosity, separate from the 
role, relate it to the context, and see what we missed. Second, 
as with any approach, the use of methods and techniques 
will inevitably be hijacked to implicit, dynamic goals – e.g. 
winning, dominating, repeating old role solutions, proving 
self right (or wrong!).

We call these restraining forces “persistent” because 
discovering, understanding and self-correcting is the ongoing 
work of any system, including all of us as we take a Theory of 

Living Human Systems and its systems-centered practice into 
our lives.
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Newsletter Contributions - Keep Them Coming!
Do you have experiences with SCT and TLHS you might want to let others know about?

The Newsletter is a way of sharing and exploring how A Theory of Living Human Systems thinking and 
SCT are being applied in members’ work and practice. We are happy to help think about next steps and 
resources to get your experience into print!

Your piece might fit right in Members’ Forum: Anyone Else? or the Theory, Research and Applica-
tions section.

 Submissions to the Theory, Research and Application are more worked out and are likely to be a report 
on the way SCT and TLHS have been used in a project or piece of work and have some relevant research 
or thinking through the application of theory to a particular context.  These articles are valuable, shar-
ing of information and maybe even inspire others to explore applications of SCT in their own work and 
professional contexts.

Submissions for the Members Forum: Anybody Else? can be as short as a paragraph or as long as a 
page. Responses to previous articles; reflections on personal experience viewed through the TLHS/SCT 
lens; an idea you are exploring related to theory -- this section is a chance to explore along with the SCT 
community.

Getting pen to paper or fingers to keyboard isn’t always easy - those dratted restraining forces! Our job 
is to help reduce restraining forces to sharing what you are learning as we live and apply SCT - so reach 
out to us with your ideas! We will help think about next steps and resources. Looking forward to hear-
ing from you.

For contributions to the Theory, Research and Application section contact:  
Ray Haddock at rayhad@doctors.org.uk

For contributions to the Members Forum: Anybody Else? Section contact:  
Perri Franskoviak at pfranskoviak@gmail.com. 
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Thank you to the dozens of presenters and trainers who took 
our 2019 Conference theme to heart and proposed institutes, 
workshops and trainings to bring it to life. The theme is 
Surviving and Thriving in Times of Uncertainty.  Here’s what’s 
in store:

Afternoon Workshops: Join us for several workshops that 
will explore connections between SCT theory and methods 
and the real-world issues that our clients (and we) are 
facing, including current economic realities, prejudice and 
victimization, and life in organizations. Other workshops that 
may interest you relate SCT theory and methods to embodied 
and creative expression and to spirituality. Bring your heart 
and experience to explore challenges faced by practitioners 
in therapeutic and organizational contexts and strategies that 
SCT offers for addressing them. On Friday afternoon learn 
about SCT’s leading edge work, looking at SCT’s roles systems 
map through the lens of neuroscience. 

Weekend Institutes:  What a choice! There are eight Weekend 
Institute offerings this year. Three are open to all attendees, 
covering Foundation training, SAVI, and taking up one’s 
role in an organization.  For members at the Intermediate 
and Advanced levels, there are two additional offerings: an 
opportunity to observe the Foundation training, and a new 
Institute integrating the protocols in the hierarchy of defense 
modification with the person-as-a-whole additions to the 
theory. 

For those ready to move from Foundation to Intermediate level 
work, the Intermediate Skills Training begins on the weekend 
and continues through the week in the mornings. This training 
deepens one’s understanding of the protocols and marks the 
shift from applying the protocols only to oneself to using them 
in working with others.  Please see the registration pages on 
the SCTRI website for more information and the application 
form for this training. The SCT Training Curriculum page 
(under Training on the website) offers additional information 

about the levels and pathway through them.  

The Authority Issue Group and the Advanced Training for 
Trainers and Leaders will be continuing during the weekend 
and then throughout the week. (These are established groups, 
closed to new participants at this time. Membership will be 
open again when the next AIG begins, date to be announced.)

Morning Trainings:  Morning Training Groups are an 
opportunity to put the theory into practice as we build and 
work in an SCT Group.  Three levels are offered:  Foundation, 
Intermediate and Advanced. 

In the late morning, the ever-popular drop-in groups are a 
chance to review core elements of SCT theory and practice. 
These do not require registration, so you can see where your 
energy takes you.  For Intermediate and Advanced members, 
additional late-morning offerings dive into protocols and 
methods in more depth.

Large Group: In the late afternoons, starting on Sunday, the 
large group training is another chance to practice building 
and working in an SCT Group, this time with over one hundred 
members as all Conference participants gather. Together 
we will uncover what helps us survive and thrive in the 
uncertainty of an emergent large system, generating insights 
that we predict will help us as we move into other large group 
contexts in the real world.  

Social Events:  In addition to the professional training and 
learning that we do in institutes, trainings and workshops, 
there are also several opportunities to gather, get to know 
one another socially and have fun. These include hospitality 
gatherings over meals, a sing-along, morning yoga and 
meditation sessions and a Thursday night party celebrating 
the 20th Anniversary of the Conference. 

We look forward to seeing you there, those of you who are new 
and those returning to explore and reconnect.

Looking Ahead:  2019 Conference Highlights

SCT Training Overview
The SCT training curriculum offers training opportunities at 
the four levels described below, as well as specialty training 
in SAVI (a communications model) and in applying SCT to 
particular contexts (e.g., organizations, psychotherapy).

Four Levels of SCT Training: Exploration, 
Foundation, Intermediate and Advanced
Each level includes work with SCT theory, experiential 
practice (learning by working as a member of a group), skill 
development and observation training. We encourage you to 
develop in SCT by attending training events to the level that 

matches your interest and resources. 

The SCT approach to training is skill-based and focused on 
mastering the theory, methods, and techniques at each level 
of training rather than “checking off” certain experiences. 
Readiness to take the next steps is determined by self-
assessment and consultation with trainers, mentors and peers 
in relation to criteria and outcomes goals for that level. 
Moving through any training pathway in SCT is paced by each 
individual’s time, energy and resources, and by development 
of skills appropriate to each training level.

Exploring SCT: For Curious People
In exploring SCT you can attend foundation or specialized 
training events once or as many times as you find useful. Some 
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find the training groups valuable for their own development; 
others want to learn the theoretical approach well enough to 
compare it to their own; others use elements of theory and 
technique in their current practical applications. At this level 
of participation, you are your own guide, as your interests and 
resources permit.

Foundation Training: Learning SCT
Foundation level training in SCT is the next step from exploring 
systems-centered ideas. The training events are the same – the 
difference is a change of goal, from exploration to mastery; 
from following one’s personal interests and learnings to 
preparing to use systems-centered methods with others. The 
Foundation training emphasizes learning to use SCT methods 
with one’s self and gaining the personal development that 
comes from working in an ongoing training group with 
sufficient intensity to develop a systems-centered rather than 
person-centered perspective of group dynamics.  The major 
outcomes of Foundation level training are:

• Being able to work in a subgroup

• Understanding the shift from a personal to a member 
perspective

• Skill in using the SCT protocols on oneself

• Sufficient exploration of issues with authority to be able 
to contain and explore them.

If you find yourself exploring this shift into more structured 
training, you should make contact with an SCT trainer to find 
out more about the training process. 

Intermediate Training: Applying SCT in 
Context
The focus in Intermediate training is on learning to use 
systems-centered methods and techniques to build working 
systems with others. This builds on Foundation level work, 
in which members learn the basics of using systems-centered 
methods with themselves. 

Members move from Foundation to Intermediate level 
training based on readiness. For the shift from Foundation 
to Intermediate level work, members have worked in an SCT 
experiential group sufficiently to have:

• Learned to subgroup, recognizing the fork in the road 
between explaining and exploring

• Learned how to work with SCT techniques to undo their 
own anxiety, tension, depression and outrage

• Recognized their pulls to compliant and defiant roles 
and role-locks

• Developed a sufficient awareness of their own authority 

issues to be able to contain and explore them, rather 
than act them out

• Developed a good ability not to take others and them-
selves “just personally”

• Developed ability to recognize and shift from a per-
son-centered to a member perspective

• Developed a working knowledge of systems-centered 
theory, methods, and techniques, which forms the basis 
for applying SCT with others. 

Making this shift signals members’ intention to make SCT a 
major orientation in their work. Intermediate level work is the 
base from which members becomes eligible to apply for licens-
ing as an SCT Practitioner, if that is their goal. 

Intermediate training includes: Intermediate Skills Training, 
Intermediate Mentor Training, and the Authority Issue Group. 
Intermediate members work in a Theory group, Consultation 
and their ongoing training groups. Members interested in 
applying SCT in organizational or task-focused contexts get 
practice by joining an SCTRI work group to develop skill in 
applying their SCT skills in the service of task goals.

Advanced Training: Continuing  
Development
Advanced training emphasizes the integration of 
comprehensive and apprehensive knowledge into functional 
roles that relate to the goal of the context. Advanced training 
is ongoing and can be done in several contexts:

• Working as a member of a peer licensing group to build 
a working group, develop criteria for assessment, and 
implement a peer assessment process

• Joining the Board of Directors as a context for advanced 
training. Anyone who has completed the Authority Issue 
Group in Intermediate level training, may apply to serve 
on the Board of Directors

• Participating in the advanced training track offered at 
the Annual Conference for post-Authority Issue Group 
members

• Participating in Theory groups, which support the ongo-
ing exploration of innovations, leading edge thinking and 
amplification of different aspects of the Theory of Living 
Human Systems and its application

• Working with mentors to develop additional training 
opportunities, including workshops, consultation and 
research.

.
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This section is intended for members to share their experiences with SCT, responses to articles, and anything else related to 
exploring SCT and the Theory of Living Human Systems (TLHS). We have an unexpected wealth of contributions this issue, both in 
variety and length. A short paragraph or two is also welcome – the goal is to share energy and build! 

The contributions below reflect Members’ experiences, thinking and explorations. They are not intended to represent SCT, but rather 
are published as invitations for response - stimulus for dialogue. When you have builds, differences and/or a view of a larger picture 
from the theory perspective, respond by contributing to the next Newsletter.

In the first submission, two members describe creating their own leadership development track in the larger context of the 
conference in York. Read what they discover through their work together. 

Working on the Boundary of an  
SCT Training Week
Daniel Nordlander 
daniel.nordlander@sandahls.se
Johan Wisén 
johanmaria.wisen@stadsmissionen.se 
Thanks for the invite to write a couple of words about our work 
during this past week in York (September 2018). We appreciate 
the sign of trust that your interest in our work gives us.

Last year we worked with Fran Carter and Annie MacIver in-
side the SCT York system in the training track called Leadership 
Development. We were both very satisfied with the balancing 
work we did, and decided to take the same track again. When 
the Leadership Development track was not offered, we decid-
ed to do the work on our own, without SCTRI leadership. We 
decided to work in a system where we took turns as client and 
consultant to help the client to find a functional role in different 
cases or areas of interest. We integrated our learnings between 
each session using functional subgrouping.

Early on we decided to work half days, from 9 AM to Noon. 
We wanted time for our own reflection and time for individual 
next steps during the afternoons. Our discoveries around time 
have been appreciating the balance between relational work 
in different roles, and needing time for reflection. In our work 
with  different cases we discovered that clear and often tight 
time boundaries supported energy in the work. 

Fran encouraged us to set goals for our week. In our first meet-
ing we set goals for our inner-person, inter-person and GAW 
system level. An overall goal was set to support us in taking 
functional roles in various systems. On the GAW system lev-
el, we set the goal to Explore new grounds on how to cross the 
boundary with SCT to the outer world. We also identified two 
individual areas of interest and one common ground work case 
to work with. Every morning we started with a question on what 
we wanted to work with for the day, to see if we wanted to use 
the interest from day one or bring in new areas of interest to the 
session.

Our initial focus was to use the time to work on our own cas-
es and areas of interest, but we soon realised that we needed 
to address our interaction with the SCT system-as-a-whole. 
What kind of behaviors from us on the outside, support the 
SCT system on the inside? We decided to be non-active in con-
tact with others. One of us got invites  from members to  par-

ticipate in  balancing  the inner-person system after the large 
group experiences. An effort was then made to be supportive 
of membership behaviors in the SCT system. The next day, our 
system of two made a mindread that the surprises and learn-
ings sessions  had not been enough to contain the members’ 
inner-person conflicts, and we recognized that old subgroup in 
ourselves. Our system of two had follow-up discussions about 
whether it could be driving for the SCT system to create a kind 
of protocol for checking-out of the large group that gives the 
chance for members to leave the group feeling more contained.

We experimented with using alternative strategies for setting 
boundaries for each new coaching session, like setting time 
and content boundaries in different ways. We discovered the 
driving force of bringing in energy from the consultant espe-
cially helpful when the client was struggling to get out of a 
one-down compliant role.

During the week we worked on identifying survival roles in 
different contexts. In the work with old roles we identified a 
driving force in trying out new output from a centered role, in 
comparison with the output from a survival role. On several 
occasions it was helpful to get the consultant’s hypothesis on 
what the optional role output would be. For example, when the 
client worked with a one-down compliant role, the consultant 
suggested a couple of different role outputs from a one-up defi-
ant role, and encouraged the client to find his own versions of 
alternative role-outputs.

Driving during the week has been exploring what specific 
behaviors  on our side (from the outside)  that matched our 
sense of loyalty to the SCT system. We have lots of gratitude 
to the leadership system of SCT that helped us to focus on our 
work on the boundary of the SCT training week and on the 
boundary of SCT methodology.

.
The next two submissions relate to contextualizing SAVI in a 
new light, through spoken and unspoken language. 

Language as Environment
Clarice L. Belcher 
clarice33@bellsouth.net

Imagine, for a moment, the following dialogue at a kitchen 
table between two adults:  

She: You never take me out to dinner.
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He: What do you mean? I took you out to dinner last night.

She:  That doesn’t count; we always go there. That’s nothing 
special.

He:  What do you mean, “That’s nothing special?” I thought 
you enjoyed dinner out.

She: can it be special when all you do is talk about work?

He:  Here we go again—it’s always about work. You know, 
it’s the money I make from work that pays for the 
dinners out.

She:  Am I supposed to be grateful for that? Fred takes Alice 
to nice places but you never take me to nice places.

He:  Too bad Fred married Alice, or you could have married 
him and he could takeyou out to nice places.

What is poignant about this dialogue is how these individuals 
fail to show up to one another, and in taking a deeper look at 
their communication through SAVI, a System for Analyzing 
Verbal Interaction, it is easy to see where the separation begins 
and how it continues.  

When the woman begins their dialogue with the words, “You 
never take me out to dinner,” she is clearly in the red block of 
SAVI communication—attacking, blaming, and complaining. 
In putting her partner down, she increases her chances that 
there will be little transfer of information, if any.  Similarly, 
when the man responds, “What do you mean? I took you out 
to dinner last night,” he, too, is in the red block—his righteous 
question is an indication of his indignation.  His comment, 
like hers, reduces his chance for information transfer and, 
together, they contribute to misunderstanding and stress.

Induced by the words they speak, they are emotionally absent 
to one another, having retreated into survival roles that 
obscure their real selves, that present, instead, their defenses—
the past adaptive roles they developed for survival. From 
these past adaptive roles, they have no curiosity for what is 
alive in the other. Stuck in fight, their boundaries are closed, 
impermeable to the other’s pain.  

For the man, the name for his past adaptive role might be 
the I-can’t-do-anything-right role or the I-can’t-do-enough-to-
please role. For the woman, the name for her past adaptive 
role might be the No-one-cares-about-me role or the I-can’t-
get-my-needs-met role. In either case, the roles that show up 
in the conversation belie the larger issues these adults face; as 
defenses, these roles camouflage the real issues that remain, 
as yet, unspoken.

In Systems-Centered Therapy for Groups, Yvonne Agazarian 
begins her book with an observation from Ruth Benedict, 
noting that “who anyone is has as much or more to do with 
one’s environment than it has to do with one’s nature.” Given 
the way in which these adults in the dialogue show up, it would 
be easy to label these adults as bad or wrong, for the nature of 
the individuals that appear in the dialogue speaks poorly for 
these two. The language of attack/blame, sarcasm, defense, 

complaint, all demonstrate a fighting nature, suggesting that 
these individuals are, by nature, pugnacious. But if what 
Benedict says is true, then the pugnacity that shows up is 
shaped by environment, not just by personality.   

What, then, are the conditions that shape the environment?  
In this case, the fight environment is shaped by a very specific 
kind of language that induces the individuals to retreat and, 
ultimately, to avoid the deeper problems they face. That they 
argue with one another does not mean they are argumentative 
by nature (or are unkind or uncaring), but that the words they 
bring to their environment encourages fight. These words 
are not necessarily limited to the words they speak to one 
another; they are also the words they speak to themselves—the 
negative predictions and unchecked mind reads and cognitive 
distortions.

Language, then, as environment is crucial to the fate of this 
couple, for the words they use increase their chances that they 
will fail to see one another as they truly are. To the extent that 
they fail to realize this lies the poignancy of the conversation, 
for sharpening their skills at sarcasm or attack or defense will 
not redeem their relationship. What would be helpful to this 
couple is understanding the power of being induced and of 
recognizing the signs of induction—whether that sign appears, 
for example, in their body as a constriction in the heart or as 
an increased volume in the voice or in words as simple as but 
you. What is needed, then, is a focus on the environment, not 
on the wrongness or badness of a particular individual.

To see these signs as they first appear is a powerful first step, 
for it is far easier to manage a reaction when it first appears 
than when it is in full bloom, for full immersion in the reptilian 
brain lasts 20 minutes (Wagenhols, n.d.), assuming, of course, 
that initial thoughts are not fueled by additional reactivity in 
which case the immersion can last for hours, weeks, years.

To catch the initial induction (or reaction) is powerful for 
another reason:  it gives the individuals an opportunity for 
influencing their environment in ways that create less pain 
and that encourages a faster movement out of the closed 
boundary of the survival self into a curious explorer self with 
more permeable boundaries. Although the individual in inner 
person is still focused on himself (or herself), it is from the 
curious observer self that exploration begins. Like sticking a 
toe into a hot bath, when one discovers there is no harm, one 
begins to immerse themselves more fully into the experience 
by exploring more fully what is alive in them.

From there, the individual can shift from inner person to inter-
person. Having explored what is alive in themselves, they can 
begin to explore what is alive in another, thereby increasing 
the chance for hearing what the other person says without 
taking it personally and by becoming genuinely interested 
in another’s pain or need. When, for example, an individual 
can hear “You never take me to dinner” as a desire for 
connection, then information that was heretofore frightening 
and threatening is no longer frightening and threatening; 
that is, the accusing “You never take me to dinner” becomes 
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reorganized as a need for connection. Taken in as a need, 
rather than as an accusation, the information is more easily 
integrated and transformation occurs.  What the individual 
once experienced as a threat is no longer a threat.  Where there 
was separation before, there is healing now.

A systems-centered approach enables the individuals to move 
beyond their inner person survival selves that are locked in 
conflict and to see beyond the words that reflect the lock. As 
they do so, they increase their chances for integrating what 
is important to each one of them, moving out of language 
that blames and shames and into language that connects and 
integrates.
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SAVI:  Addressing Internal Dialogue
Nitesh Painuly 
Nitesh.Painuly@gmail.com

The context is York Training Week, September 2017. I had a 
familiar dread! Maybe Yvonne (Agazarian) would not be able 
to make it this year. On first day, as I entered the registration 
area and had a look at the week’s programme, my dread had 
come true. The theory lecture by Yvonne had been replaced by 
a lecture on SAVI (System for Analysing Verbal Interaction) to 
be delivered by Fran (Carter). I still vividly remember missing 
my heart beats for those few moments until I saw Yvonne 
entering into the hall in a wheelchair. I came to know later that 
the decision of replacing Yvonne’s theory lecture with SAVI 
came after a hard deliberation. 

One of the distinct features 
of working in the Foundation 
group with Yvonne this (and 
last) time was that we were 
working on role-systems from 
day one and Illustration 1 
below was the basic template 
we used for our work during 
that week. 

The lecture on SAVI by Fran 
(day 3) surprised me because 
of the drawings (Illustration 
2), which had replaced the 
words in the SAVI Grid. 
My curiosity doubled as I recalled that Yvonne had used 

some of these pictures 
in her recent article in the 
Systems-Centered Newsletter 
(Agazarian, 2017).

The same afternoon Yvonne 
invited us to have a look at 
the same drawings (figure 
2), and asked us to share 
with the group what these 
drawings bring out for each 
of us. I brought up the top 
right picture (competing) in 
the group and my response, 
which was “very disturbing.” 
Yvonne’s response to me was “that hasn’t been integrated yet.”  
I was even more puzzled.

That night, while working with the SAVI drawings, a useful 
view of the SAVI Grid dawned upon me. The columns in the 
grid have been divided in to Personal, Factual and Orienting 
based on the proportion of the person versus the topic; 
similarly, the division of the rows depends on the proportion of 
the communication versus the noise in a message. Avoidance 
is predominantly noise, and Approach is predominantly 
communication; whereas Contingent is about almost equal 
proportion of the communication and the noise. 

Soon after finishing the Training Week, I went back to the 
SAVI section in Yvonne’s book Autobiography of a Theory 
(page 47-69). After few re-reads it became clearer what Yvonne 
possibly meant when she writes: 

“We built SAVI from a theory and SAVI then enabled us to 
test our hypothesis about the problems inherent in the process 
of communication. Using SAVI data made it possible to test 
the hypothesis that to the extent ‘noise’ in communication is 
reduced, so information related to solving the problems will be 
used to approach, rather than avoid, the problems that have to 
be solved by groups and individuals.” (page 52).

She continues:  
“… Howard and Scott introduced the importance of the concept 
that approach and avoidance relate implicitly to the overall 
goal and explicitly to the management of the problems that are 
encountered on the path to goal. This supported an important 
extra dimension in our thinking: before communication can 
address the explicit goal, the problem in the communication 
must first be addressed. In other words, how to communicate 
comes before what to communicate.” (my italics, page 53). 

After this it somehow came naturally to me to apply the 
SAVI Grid depicted in Figure 2 to my mind chatter (internal 
dialogue). This was a different and liberating fork compared 
to the well-trodden path of condemning/judging/idealising/
getting carried away by this internal dialogue. 

In the service of the task of communicating above process 
through comprehensive data, following is my attempt:

The two illustrations in the “Addressing Internal Dialogue” contribution are reproduced with permission of the copyright holders.
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1.  The link between SAVI and roles/role systems has been 
a focus in Yvonne Agazarian’s recent work and writings  
(2017).                                     

2.  There is an isomorphic link between SAVI, Role-systems 
and McLean’s Model of Triune Brain (McLean, 1990). The 
Neuroaffective Picture Book (Bentzen, 2015) is a very helpful 
bridge, similar to SAVI drawing in Figure 2. 

SAVI Role-Systems Triune Brain 
Model

Personal Roles Person-as-Self Reptilian + Limbic
Factual Roles Person-as-Member Frontal

Orienting Roles Person-as-Whole Frontal +Limbic+ 
reptilian

 
3. The advantage of applying SAVI within oneself (addressing 
internal dialogue) is that we intuitively get a sense of whether 
we are approaching or avoiding the problem, which is inherent 
(and almost inevitable) in the path of our goal.

4.  The sense of ‘avoiding’ is similar to the ‘noise’ in a 
communication. We can say the sense of ‘noise’ is an indicator 
of the avoidant response to the problem.  Avoiding the problem 
(noise) is the implicit goal along the way to the explicit goal of 
communicating.

5. It is possible to make a discrimination between different 
types of ‘noises’ and map them on Role-Systems (Figure 1). 
This starts with noticing verbal internal dialogue with oneself 
and mapping them on SAVI Grid. (Figure 2) 

6. Aligning oneself to the Role-System where noise belongs to 
(person/member/person as a whole (Figure 1) takes one to the 
appropriate neurobiological system to intervene.

7. So, if I can first identify and experience the ‘noise,’ and 
then differentiate which role-system the ‘noise’ belongs to, 
then it becomes easier to facilitate internal communication 
by moving towards the goal of that particular system (explicit 
goal) and in the process to approach the problem inherent in 
the path of that goal (implicit goal). This hopefully facilitates 
the congruence between the explicit and implicit goals. 

8. Contingent roles in each different role-systems (personal/
factual/orienting) are the bridge to move towards approaching 
roles. (Figure 1) 

9. When we are in approaching roles, internal dialogue has 
established reasonable communication for that period.  This is 
validated by the feeling of “no noise” at that moment.

10.  I would love to be joined by members in this thought exper-
iment of addressing internal dialogue, and see if there is any 
data for proving or refuting following hypotheses:   

 a.  Noise in personal roles systems responds to naming it, 
owning it and experiencing it.

 b.  Noise in factual roles systems responds to clarifying it, 
reality-testing it, and taking a stance on it.

 c.  Noise in orienting roles systems respond to recognis-
ing (orienting) oneself to the whole person system and 
containing it without doing anything about it, neither 
encouraging nor avoiding. Something along the line of 
‘sitting at the edge of unknown!!!’

Anyone else?

Post-script: This paper was submitted before I did SAVI training.  
After attending SAVI Foundation Training in June, my major 
discovery was: Despite being similar in structure and function, 
SAVI is different in interpersonal context vis-à-vis intrapersonal 
context, demonstrating systems isomorphy! 
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Finally, a member explores a similarity and a difference 
through subgrouping with Yvonne in abstentia. 

Subgrouping with Yvonne and the 
Group-as-a-Whole
Merete Holm Brantbjerg 
moaiku@brantbjerg.dk

The context for this article is a video of Yvonne Agazarian’s 
presentation of her new theory in York, September 2016, which 
I saw on You Tube, where it is still available. (ttps://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=jUscbyM5El0) I have watched the video 
twice, and I transcribed parts of it to be able to learn from the 
impact part of the presentation had on me.

My primary goal with this article is to invite readers to work 
along with me in subgrouping to explore the polarity between 
“feisty” and “flaccid” behaviors and energies presented by 
Yvonne – and with that see what emerges and what we learn. 

Holding the polarity between low energy and high energy 
states and behaviors is a key element in my work. When I 
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saw the presentation, I wanted more balanced attention and 
appreciation being given to the two sides of the polarity.  I 
realized I had a difference with Yvonne and felt a pull to fight.

Functional Subgrouping is a way to deepen and integrate both 
sides of a polarity. Knowing that, I decided to use the method 
in this article form to move into my inter-person system and 
out of a survivor-role.

Below, I quote a sequence from the York presentation. 
Yvonne has already described the concepts of “life-force” and 
“exploratory drive” and integrated them into the new SCT 
theory about our “Inner person.”

In the passage below, Yvonne has just finished talking about 
René Spitz’s research about babies dying in orphanages from 
lack of contact. Observations of nonverbal behavior in both the 
presenter and the listeners are in italics.

Franny and I once spent an hour watching chickens hatch 
and we learned a lot. 

The eggs were all over the place. Sometimes they were 
in isolation, sometimes there were groups of them. 
Sometimes a chicken came out of an egg with lots of 
energy. Sometimes a chicken came out of an egg and went 
blah. 

(Yvonne showing a collapse in the body, smiling, others 
laugh.). 

Sometimes a chicken came out of an egg and other 
chickens started to peck it. If it was a blah-chicken it just 
got pecked. If it was a feisty chicken it just pecked back at 
the chickens that were pecking it. It wasn’t out of the egg 
yet before it started pecking its way. Sometimes the eggs 
were all by themselves and the chicken came out of the 
egg all feisty, but there was no experience, just a blank. 
Sometimes it came out all flop - you know which ones we 
identified with. 

(The picture goes to Fran Carter - they smile and laugh to 
each other.) 

We spent two hours watching chickens hatching - and 
so did a whole lot of other people including a kid who 
was pierced and tattooed, who said “Cool - look at those 
chickens.” 

(Laughter and high energy in a big subgroup of the listeers.)

We learned a lot about the lifeforce that WE are born with 
by watching those chickens. I suspect most people here 
are on the feisty side - I don’t think you survive SCT if you 
come out flaccid (a big subgroup laughs). You have to be 
able to fight back. (Smiling and nodding.)

From here our presenter, Yvonne, goes back to talking about 
the development of role theory and role induction. 

Let’s pause for a moment and get ready to subgroup (in this 
unusual format) – making space for the feelings that awak-
ened in us when reading or hearing the chicken story. If we 
access our feelings, I assume it has an impact on everybody 
to hear the description of two very different versions of how 
life-force comes into expression – and to what degree the 
exploratory drive is available.

Since I have a feisty subgroup inside myself as well as a flac-
cid one, I’ll start the subgrouping process by paraphrasing 
Yvonne first, whose primary focus in the presentation is on 
the feisty energy:

Yvonne – you identified with the feisty chickens, when 
you watched the chickens hatch. And you suspect that 
you have most of your listeners now and all within SCT as 
a subgroup for being on the feisty side. You are smiling, 
laughing, you have energy in your eyes and your voice, 
when you talk about feisty energy. Did I get you? (We 
won’t be able to hear Yvonne’s response to this question 
– I choose to trust that I got her good enough.) 

I join you – I enjoy my feisty energy – I feel energized 
right now, energy is rising in my body and it’s going 
outwards – I feel big and full of life – I am ready to fight 
if anything comes in my way, if anything feels like being 
pecked on – I’ll just peck back or punch back – especially 
with my right arm, my eyes, maybe I’ll also kick with my 
legs. Just get out of my space. Anybody else?” 

Take a moment to join this subgroup if you resonate with 
it – exploring your version of “feisty.”

While the feisty subgroup is working, my inner flaccid-energy 
subgroup may ask for a nonverbal subgroup to hold the flac-
cid energy together. When the feisty subgroup has explored 
enough and is ready for a difference, somebody from the flac-
cid subgroup comes in. It could start like this:

Is the group ready for a difference? When yes, I start a 
different subgroup. 

When I listened to the story about the chickens I paid 
most attention to the chickens who were passive, slow, 
withdrawn when they came out, and easily got pecked 
on. I feel that response in my own body. I pull away 
from feisty, I am hesitant to look out, my movements are 
slow, it is difficult to orient to the outer world from that 
slowness, I am pulling inwards, I want time to orient in 
my own speed. There is low energy in my arms, my eyes, 
my center. Anybody else?”

Take a moment to join this subgroup if you resonate with 
it. Like the flaccid subgroup before, the feisty subgroup 
can stay in roving eye contact while the flaccid subgroup 
is working.

How would integration of the two subgroups emerge in the 
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group as a whole? I am curious about that. Based in my experi-
ence of Functional Subgrouping, I trust that it would.

Now we turn to reflection and theory. In the presentation 
Yvonne is saying that she learned a lot about the lifeforce 
that we as human beings are born with from watching 
the chickens. 

I would have loved to subgroup with her about that. 

What did she learn? 

What do we learn from watching or hearing about the 
chickens?

I learned that chickens have the same diversity in how 
the life-force is coming into expression as we human 
beings. Newborn babies and even fetuses show signifi-
cant differences in their behaviors. We are born with an 
autonomic nervous-system (ANS), that can swing all the 
way from deep parasympathetic states (hypoarousal, col-
lapse) into powerful sympathetic states (hyperarousal, 
fight, flight, etc.). The ANS can regulate down or up into 
levels of arousal where we feel safe and are curious and 
open to exploration. 

From the chicken story I learn that both hypo- and hyper-
arousal can be observed in chickens from the beginning 
of their lives – and that their behavior shows which of 
the nervous-system states they are in. Dominant and 
submissive behaviors are visible from the moment they 
start interacting.

I also wonder whether some of the chickens were natu-
rally more relaxed in the way they oriented and explored, 
blending the sympathetic and the parasympathetic acti-
vation. Did any of them show signs of curiosity and 
exploration? What would safe attachment and access to 
the exploratory drive look like in a chicken who had just 
come out of the egg?

I am also curious about the context for the flaccid and the 
feisty behavior. I wonder what happened in the fetal life 
of those chickens. What decided which state the ANS was 
in when they came out of the egg?

The same questions also relate to new born babies – and 
there are many theories about these differences in energy 
and behavior. Some of them focus on innate “tempera-
ments,” like “phlegmatic”, “sanguine,” etc. Most focus 
on the relational (or for the newborn, on the prenatal 
environmental) context as the critical factor.

My arousal has gone down while writing this article. I have 
become curious about the content of the chicken story. I have 
access to my exploratory drive right now – and also to empathy 
with us all. It is truly challenging to be open to the whole range 
of survival-reactions without going into one up or one down. 

The most important step for me was to be willing to paraphrase 
Yvonne first – and join her – instead of polarizing and holding 
on to my difference. 

I bring that with me as a learning from this process. 

.

Thinking Ahead
Consider supporting the mission of 

SCTRI into the future.

We can do this with designated gifts in our 
estate planning.

And through membership in the 
AmazonSmile program.

For more information, contact Kathy Lum 
at admin@systemscentered.com

SCTRI Mission Statement

Knowledge and Research. A primary purpose 
for this organization is to contribute to knowledge 
with the theory of living human systems and to do 
related research in long- and short-term change 
strategies.

Education and Training. A primary purpose for 
this organization is to continue development 
of methods of systems-centered education 
and practice and to train systems-centered 
practitioners to serve the community.

Community Development and Contribution. 
The organization will introduce SCT strategies for 
change to organizations, groups and individuals in 
private, public and clinical settings.
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Upcoming Training Opportunities
SCT AnnuAl ConferenCe - PhilAdelPhiA 

Weekend Institute: March 23-24 • Conference: March 25-29

SySTemS-CenTered & SAVi WorkShoPS - london 
June 10-13: Foundation, OD and SAVI Training

AnnuAl SySTemS-CenTered TrAining Week - york, uk 
September 9-13: Foundation, Intermediate & Organizational Consultancy

Details on these and other training opportunities can be found at 
www.systemscentered.com

More Inside…


